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Dear Colleagues,

We are happy to announce that a “Seminar on Contributions of IVRI/ CARI in Advancement of Veterinary Sciences” is being jointly organized by Dr. C. M. Singh Endowment Trust, Central Avian Research Institute and Indian Veterinary Research Institute, Izatnagar, Bareilly at IVRI, Izatnagar on **30 November, 2012**.

**THEME**  
To review historical and glorious outstanding scientific contributions of IVRI / CARI in advancement of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Production.

**ORGANIZING INSTITUTES**  
The Indian Veterinary Research Institute (CARI) came into existence as early as in 1889 at Pune, shifted to Mukteswar in 1893 and to Izatnagar in 1913. This is the oldest research institution of South-East Asia with the strength of more than 350 faculty engaged in research, post graduate teaching, consultancy and technology transfer activities. The IVRI has made significant contributions in developing large number of diagnostics, vaccines, therapeutics and nutritional supplements, besides conducting research on various animal and poultry diseases for better animal healthcare to eventually increase the production.

Central Avian Research Institute (CARI) was established in November, 1979 at Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh under the aegis of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research to provide all-round support to the growth of poultry sector. Since its inception, this Institute has been playing an important role by providing need based R&D support for diversified poultry production, processing and marketing, apart from post-graduate education, training and technology transfer activities for augmenting productivity, production and profitability of the Indian poultry sector. The Institute remains responsive and vigilant to the ever evolving needs
of the poultry sector through development of cutting edge technologies targeting specific problems faced by the industry.

Dr. C.M. Singh Endowment Trust (CMSET) was established in May 1999 with an objective to serve veterinary profession and farmers. It organizes seminar, symposia and memorial lectures and honors professionals. In past, five Dr. C.M. Singh Memorial lectures were organized. Among eminent speakers were: Prof. U. Sengupta, Jalma, Agra, Prof. T.P. Singh AIIMS, New Delhi and Dr. R.B Singh, National Academy of Agriculture Science, New Delhi.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
In this seminar two main activities are proposed:

1. Poster Session on Contributions of IVRI/ CARI in advancement of Veterinary Science and Animal Production.
2. Sixth Dr. C. M. Singh Memorial Lecture by Dr. Chanda Nimbkar, Director, Animal Husbandry Division, Nimkar Agricultural Research Institute, Phaltan, Maharashtra

Post graduate students and Scientists of twin Institute of IVRI / CARI and any other interested scholars are invited to present their posters in Seminar. Divisions / Sections of both institutes are cordially invited to display posters of historical scientific achievements of their specific discipline. Winners of Poster Session will be awarded suitably with cash prize / certificate / memento etc. All interested persons are requested to submit an abstract of 250 words of their papers to be presented in poster form. The last date for receipt of abstract is 15th November. Abstract can be send through e mail at dr.rsomvanshi@gmail.com. Sponsorship for session tea, memento and advertisement in proceedings are welcome.

CONTACT DETAILS
R. Somvanshi, Organizing Secretary, Acting Joint Director, CADRAD, IVRI, Izatnagar and Hony. Secretary, Dr. C.M. Singh Endowment Trust, Bareilly.
Phones: 0581-2302188 (O), 0581-2585413 (R), 09837658052 (M), 0581-2302188 (Fax), e mail at dr.rsomvanshi@gmail.com